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where we started and know the place for the
first time through the unknown, remembered
gate when the last of earth left to discover is
that which was the beginning.’’ (T S Eliot)
Cave Life: Links In The Chain
12-15 minute documentary
The sun shines behind a thin veil of wafting water vapor. ‘‘All life on earth begins
with the sun.’’ Biologist Dr Brown stands
next to a cave entrance. ‘‘It’s the main nutrient source that all life ultimately depends
on.’’ Wispy trails of vapor curl above the
small entrance of a cave on a snowy ridge. A
drip of water falls from the snow and rolls
over the lush cover of moss and ferns clinging to the limestone entrance. ‘‘Caves are
deprived of sun light.’’ Water drips in a narrow stream from the small dot of light high
above the cave floor. ‘‘But this lack of light,
doesn’t mean there’s a lack of life.’’
A colorful salamander curls out of a small
crack in the stone. ‘‘Caves have, more or
less, three ecological zones. The first one is
the entrance zone.’’ The salamander climbs
between the cracks, stopping occasionally to
search for food. Brown explains how the entrance zone impacts life deep in the cave.
Stalactites of ice hang near the large
opening of a cave. A large stream flows toward the light of the opening as snows blows
into the darkness. Frogs sit motionless on
the rocky ledge above the water. Brown
talks about the biodiversity found in caves.
Trogloxenes, like frogs, find refuge in caves
only part of their lives. ‘‘Troglophiles, such
as crayfish, can also be found outside of the
cave ecosystem.’’ A pigmented crayfish darts
into the mud of the stream.
The beam of a headlamp flashes from the
stream surface to the narrow walls and ceiling of the cave. Dr Johnson talks about the
threshold zone of the cave. He explains that
the temperature here fluctuates with the
seasons but not nearly as much as at the
entrance. He stops at a pile of organic debris
and shifts through it with his hand. Tiny
shrimp dart into the deeper water. Their
white eyeless bodies hover over the silty mud
of the stream. Johnson talks about regressive evolution. The pale tiny creatures offer
tremendous insight into the nature of genetic change. They are the troglobites; their
adaptation to the lightless environment has
forever limited their existence to the cave.
The rotting debris provides them with a link
to the surface and the energy of the sun.
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A thin stream of water spills from a tiny
entrance thirty feet above the cave floor. Dr
Greene stands outside of a cave in early
spring. She talks about the critical role water plays in the cave ecosystem. Rain pours
down on the exposed karst in a forest. Tiny
streams collect into a rivulet and pour down
a sinkhole. Torrents of water violently gush
out of a cave opening. Greene explains how
water brings in organic matter to the cave.
Piles of leaves are shoved into the high
nooks of a cave corridor. Tiny isopods scurry
over the decaying matter.
The small pool reflects ripples of light on
the cave ceiling as Dr Johnson leans over to
peer into the clear water. Small eyeless fish
slowly drift over the clay. He marvels at
their evolutionary success in this nutrient
poor environment. A pigmented sculpin
swims in the quiet eddies of the cave stream.
Dr Johnson explains the genetic ties between
the blind cave fish and fish on the surface.
The sky is a brilliant yellow orange. Bats
flutter out of small hole on a forest ridge.
Their silhouettes dart across the dimming
summer sky. Dr Howe reveals that bats are
one of the pillars of the cave food chain. He
pushes apart the guano with a pencil. ‘‘Each
night a single bat may consume up to 1,000
insects.’’ He stands in a large room of a
cave. ‘‘And their feces can sometimes cover a
cave floor.’’
Small insects crawl over a deposit of bat
guano. ‘‘This rich organic matter is the base
of the food pyramid in many caves.’’ He
points out fungus growing on the guano.
‘‘All life depends on energy from the sun. It’s
just that in caves it takes a circuitous route.’’
Dr Brown talks about the biodiversity of
caves and how very fragile they are. He indicates the current assessment in cave flora
and fauna taking place in karst country
across the United States. A blind crayfish
trundles across the muck of a cave stream.
‘‘Except the deep regions of the world’s
oceans, nowhere is the biodiversity so little
understood as in caves.’’ Water tumbles over
a small rimstone dam. A blind fish slowly
drifts across the pool. ‘‘These seldom seen
life forms are extremely vulnerable to extinction. And new species are waiting to be discovered.’’ A cave salamander crawls along a
crack of mossy limestone. ‘‘These relatively
simple environments can serve as natural
laboratories for scientist to unravel the mysteries of what forces create the tremendous
variation of life on the planet.’’
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PRIVATE LAND CONSERVATION SOARS -LAND TRUSTS DOUBLE THE ACRES UNDER PROTECTION
As communities across America each
grapple with how to deal with development
sprawl that is eating up two million acres a
year, thousands of quiet success stories lie
behind the 1,500 land trusts that are successfully conserving farmland, forests,
coastal land, and scenic vistas. These nonprofit groups have doubled the acreage protected just five years ago and are now protecting more than 800,000 new acres each
year. Typically land trusts either buy land
outright or work out private, voluntary land
agreements that limit future development.
The Land Trust Alliance, a national association representing land trusts since 1982,
today released its census of progress made
over the last 5 years. The nation’s local and
regional land trusts have conserved over
nine million acres as of December 31, 2003,
doubling the acreage protected just five
years ago and creating an ‘‘everlasting legacy on the land,’’ according to the Land Trust
Alliance’s President Rand Wentworth. Indicating their growing popularity at the local
level, new land trusts are being formed at
the rate of two per week, with the fastestgrowing region being the West.
Said Wentworth, ‘‘The mission of land
trusts is not just to save land, but to protect
the traditional lifestyles of a community, a
way of life that remains connected to that
land. This can mean saving the family farm,
setting up a community garden or urban
park, ensuring the sustainability of a Southeastern forest, or conserving ranch land in
the American West.’’
He attributes the success of land trusts to
their grassroots nature and their entrepreneurial spirit. ‘‘These groups -- many of them
all volunteer -- represent the best of community spirit in America, bringing people
together to protect some unique piece of land
that, for them, helps define what makes their
community unique.’’ Wentworth stressed
that land trusts work solely through voluntary private transactions, often fulfilling a
landowner’s wish to keep their land as it is
for their children and future generations.
Despite this progress, Wentworth and his
land trust colleagues cite cause for alarm.
‘‘The current rate of development essentially
means that we have at most twenty years to
protect our most cherished landscapes before
they are lost forever,’’ said Wentworth. ‘‘Pri-

vate land trusts are our last best hope, particularly now that deficits will severely limit
the ability of the federal government to conserve new lands. Land trusts are vitally
needed to do this work.’’
National Land Trust Census, the nation’s
only tabulation of the achievements of the
private, voluntary land conservation movement, describes how people in their own
communities are helping to safeguard water
quality, preserve working farms and ranches, and protect wildlife habitat and other
natural areas. The Land Trust Alliance’s
Census identified several milestones:










Local and regional land trusts have now protected 9,361,600 acres of natural areas, an
area four times the size of Yellowstone National Park. This is double the 4.7 million
acres protected as of 1998. Although this
Census tallies data only from local and regional land trusts, national land trusts have
protected an additional 25 million acres.
A record 5 million acres were protected
through voluntary land conservation agreements, more than triple the amount (1.4 million acres) protected just five years ago.
Local and regional land trusts have now protected 9,361,600 acres of natural areas, an
area four times the size of Yellowstone National Park. This is double the 4.7 million
acres protected as of 1998. Although this
Census tallies data only from local and regional land trusts, national land trusts have
protected an additional 25 million acres.
A record 1,526 local and regional land trusts
were in operation in 2003, a 26 percent increase over the number (1213) that existed
in 1998.
Land trusts protect different land types,
with the most common ranked as: 1) habitat
for plants or wildlife, 2) open space, 3) working farms or ranch lands, and 4) working
forests. ‘‘The dramatic growth of land trusts
and acres protected show that private conservation initiatives are successful at the
local level. We are doubling the pace of conservation and we are doing it in a nonregulatory way that respects private property
and is supported by local communities,’’ said
the Land Trust Alliance’s Wentworth.
‘‘Land trusts are the vanguard of land conservation in the 21st Century.’’
November 18th press release from LTA.

